
Bingo Elasticsearch Extension for Magento 2 
 

The Bingo Elasticsearch extension for Magento 2 is specifically created to deliver you instantaneous and highly 

accurate search results. It is designed to help you measure the scalability. The Bingo Elasticsearch extension for 

Magento 2 also enables your web store to handle sophisticated and real-time search requirement. It is also fully 

customizable and can be tailored to deliver the most relevant search results at the top of your Magento 2 store’s 

search listings. 

Key Features of Bingo Elasticsearch Extension for Magento 2: 
The following key features pertaining to Bingo Elasticsearch extension for Magento 2 will help you understand the 

product functionality better. We have bifurcated them into two groups for you to easily assimilate, please have a 

read: 

1. Greater Customer Experience: 
A positive customer experience is the most important aspect for any company. To ensure that, Bingo 
Elasticsearch Extension for Magento 2 offers you the following: 

▪ A complete support on searching stop words and synonyms 
▪ Support for stemmed search with singular & plural words alongside long tail searches that are 

with hyphens, slashes, etc. 
▪ Enables automatic location of search queries in any custom content 
▪ Helps you to search through products, catalogues, description, attributes and SKUs 
▪ Enables you to search through custom content and multiple content types  
▪ It also has a built-in spell check with auto complete function that automatically suggests the 

complete word for faster search results and also make smart suggestions for the misspelled 
words 

 
2. Admin Capabilities: 

Bingo Elasticsearch Extension for Magento 2 accommodates you to manage customer’s searches. It offers 
the following administrative capabilities: 

✓ It has a simplified installation process that enables Bingo on your Magento 2 web store 
✓ It has the ability to select Bingo as the default search engine on Magento 2 
✓ On enabling Bingo, it automatically creates an Elasticsearch index  
✓ It contains smart search filters that enhances search accuracy 
✓ It optimizes your web store’s search results 
✓ It has the ability to process the layered navigation (filter) requests 
✓ It customizes landing pages for custom search queries 

 

 



Setup Prerequisites for Bingo Elasticsearch 
Let me give you a step-by-step guide on how to configure Bingo Elasticsearch on your Magento 2: 

 
1. Firstly, you need to navigate to ‘Stores’ and click ‘Configuration’ 
2. After that, please select "Bingo Elasticsearch" tab given on the left hand side of the webpage. This leads 

you to general settings, please do the following:  
i. Select ‘Yes’ to enable the extension in the ‘Enabled’ field 

ii. Enter your Elasticsearch URL in the ‘Host’ field 
iii. You can test the connection with your Elasticsearch server, by clicking on "Test Connection" 

button. Please note, a message will appear on your screen in case the store data is synchronizing 
to the Elasticsearch Server. 

iv. You can also synchronize the data manually by clicking "Sync Data" button. 

 
 

3.  You can add various stop words under the ‘Search Settings’ to avoid them while customer is searching on your 
web store. 
4.  You can also set synonyms under ‘Search Settings’. 



 

 

 
 
5.  Under “Suggestion Settings” you can enable/disable suggestion: 

i. If you enable suggestions, the system will automatically suggest similar words that matches the 
misspelled words. 

ii. ‘Suggestion Criteria’ will enable the system to suggest the words only from the options that you have 
selected.  

 
 
 
If you need any support you can contact us at: 

ecommerce@folio3.com 
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